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Introd.uction

Research on communal air pollution in the past has focussed maÍnly on
the outdoor environment, though most people in Western society spend
far more time indoors.
Ind.oor air pollution is relevant for interpretation of past epidemiological
studies and design of future studies on effects of air pollution on health.
Indoor air pollution is also j-mportant in energy conservation strategies
that might restrict indoor - outdoor air exchanges-
Combustion in gas-fired appliances is one of the sources of air pollution
indoors. In the n¡-id-sixties a large amount of natural gas became available
in tl.e Netherfand,s, which resulted in a rapid increase in the use of
domestic gas appl-iances j-n Dutch households. In 1978 over 90% of the
houses h¡as connected to the gas network and about 70% had a "geiser",
a flow-through type of water heater, usually Iocated in the kitchen and

in most cases unvented. Nevertheless little systematic information is
available on levels of índoor air poJ-lutÍon from gas-fíred applíances-

In ttris connection we started a study on indoor air pollution, the major
components of interest being carbon monoxíde, nÍtrogen dioxíde, respirable
suspended particles and sulfur dioxide. For the winter of 1981 - 1982 a

program has been set up for continuous short-tÍme measurements in about
15 houses, and for weekly averaging measurements in about 200 houses.
In addition to air pollution we will also measure temperature, humidity,
ventilation of the kitchen and Èransfer of gases from kitchen to living-
room and bedroom with a tracer technique.
As part of this project, a survey was carried out in the fall of 1980

to levels of carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxíde from gas-fired cooking
and water-heating appliances in the cities of Arnhem and Enschede.

As geisers are notorious for their sometimes high production of carbon
monoxide, the houses were selected on the presence of a geíser. Levels
of rpre than four percent carbon monoxide by voh:me in tfie flue gases
have been reported in extreme cases (Bartholomeus et al., 1976).
Less is known about the production of nitrogen dioxide. The two cities
were chosen because of a difference ín maintenance system. In Enschede
a central maintenance firm services about 803 of the geísers each year
by replacing the bgrner for an ultrasoníc cleaned exchange burner.
In Arnhem less regularly only on-site cleaning is carried out by different
firms. For Enschede also earlier data (1968) exist for CO production from
geisers and resulting levels in kitchens (Borst, 1972) -
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Methods and Materials

fn Enschede and Arnhem a random sample of houses with geisers of
278 and 537 respectively was d,rawn. In Enschede the sample was
stratifÍed toward houses not participating in the local maintenance
system, otherwise too few houses in this category would be available
for statistical analysis. Later in a number of houses a geiser
appeared not to be present. In table 1 the participation to the survey
is given. The houses r^/ere alternately visi-ted in Arnhem and Enschede
from October 2'7 to December 19, 1980. In each house a nunrber of variables
was assessed in relation to CO, of which the most important are given
in figure 1.

Measurements in the kitchen \¡Iere performed with closed doors and
windows. Permanent ventilation-ducts were not closed. The following
measurements \n¡ere carríed out :

- cO (Ecolyser 2000) and CO, (Draeger tubes) at breathing height
before and after continuoús operation of the geiser for 15 minutes.

- CO in the flue gas after 1 and 15 mínutes of continuous operation
of the geiser.

- CO concentration increase O.2 m under the ceiling continuously
during 15 minutes of operation of the geiser.

After the measuring period the interference-filter for NO in one of the
two monitors appeared. to be saturated by the extreme hunr-idity in the
flue gases. The measurements with that monitor were not íncluded in
further statistical analysis, so that 254 sets of reliable data were
avaitable (I7'7 for ArnTrem and. 77 for Enschede).

House characteristics of the resulting sample were not significantly
different from the original sample.

Measurements of NO^ with Palmes diffusion tubes (palmes, 1976) were done
in the kitchen and'living-room at breathing heíght in the same houses
as the CO measurements. The tubes were placed as far away as possible from
gas appliances, hood, ventilation-ducts, windows and. doors. After 5 to 8

days the tubes were collected and analysed in our laboratory. Unlike the
CO data, which are collected under standardízed conditions, the NO,

measurements represent normal living conditions.
In addition to the measurements an inquiry vras held with a questionnaire
to the housewive. The questions were dealing with complaints in relation
to CO exposurer üsê of geiser and other gas appliances and personal
and house characteristics.

Results and Discussion

The main results of the co measurements are given in table 2.
A CO concentration of 300 ppn in the flue gases is the level above

which local gas companíes usually require cleaning and adjustment.
In Arnhem 31% and in Enschede 164 of the geisers did not meet this
requirement. In 2Oz of the kitchens in Arnhem and 11% in Enschede, a

co level of more than 50 ppm vtas reached at breathing heíght after 15

minutes of operation of the geÍser. The installation codes for gas

appliances require a.o. that the co concentration Ín the house shall
not exceed 50 pprn during nonnal operation.
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Co in flue gases

In table 3 the statisticaf relation is given between CO concentration
in flue gases after 1 minute of operation of the geiser and a number
of other variables.

A strong correlation \^ras found with the presence of an atmospheric safety
provision, which turns the geiser of if the cO"/O, ratio becomes too
high. AIso a strong correlation \^ras found with-thõ burner type. Diffusion
burners give less CO than Bunsen burners. As both variables are not
independent, all geisers with diffusion burners have an atmospheric
safety provision, on statistical grounds no conclusion can be drawn
which factor is most important. It seems líkely' however, that burner
type is responsible for the correlation, because Bunsen burners can get
easier dirty by premixing with air. The \^/eak correlation with make of
the geiser appeared to depend also on burner type, as no correlation \¡/as

found if only geisers with Bunsen burners were taken into account.
No or only a weak correlation was found with maintenance system and

city. However, when only is looked, at geisers with a Bunsen burner
these correlations become significant in the way that Arnhem scores
higher CO values in the flue gases. This absence of a correlation for
all geisers is due to the presence of more geisers with diffusion
burners in Arnhem.

The increase of CO concentrations in flue gases from 1 to 15 minutes
of operation of the geiser was only found to be significantly
correlated to the CO^ concentration in the kitchen after 15 minutes
and the presence of á ftue. The mutual dependance of these variables
is obvious.

using the statistícal- technique of linear Iogit models, it was shown

that burner type and maintenance system were the main factors influencing
the CO leveLs in the flue gases'

CO in kitchens

The statistical relation was investigated between CO increase under the

ceiling and, at breathing heíght and other variables. The variables
presen¿e of a flue, CO, concentration after 15 minutes and atmospheric

safety provision appealed to be correlated significantly with Co increase'

AIso the differencè b"tr""tt Arnhem and Enschede was significant' rn

Enschede less Often a concentration was found of more than 100 ppm under

the ceiling (11.8% of the cases) and at breathing height (2-72 of the

cases) than in Arnhem (25.72 and, 8.7% of the cases respectively)'
However, in Arnhem more geisers l¡/ere found with a diffusion burner and

in Enschede more geísers with a flue. The combined effect of these para-

meters was studieå wíth Iinear logit models. It \¡ras shown that the main

independ.ant factors influencing the co increase l¡Iere burner type and

pr"rãrr." of a flue. Apart from these, a difference remained, between

Arnhem and Enschede that could not be attributed to one of the other
assessed varíables.
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Relation between observed CO concentrations and reported complaints

In the questionnaire a number of questions was asked about possible
complaints from CO exposure. Statistical analysis of these complaints
in relation to the observed. CO concentrations at breathing height did
not reveal any association. Vùe must consider, however, that symptoms of
CO only can be found above the level of 3% of carboxyhemoglobin. To

reach this level concentrations much higher than 25 ppm are necessary
As too few concentrations at these levels were found it could hardly
be expected to find. a relationshj-p. Another factor is that only a bad
estimate of the actual exposure to CO can be derived, from our data.

NO, measurements

The results of the No, measurements are compilated in table 4-
The frequency distribútion is given in figure 2.

The 30 houses with a ratio higher than one had, with two exceptions,
dj-fferences between kitchen and living room of"only a feh/ ppb. Outdoor
concentrations of NO^ varied from 20 - 50 Ug/m' during the same period.
The No. concentratiol in the kitchen \^ras greatly influenced by the
pr.r".ré" of a geiser-flue and by the presence of a ventilation-hood
above the cooking range. After allowing for the presence of a flue and
a ventilation-hood, associations were found with type of space-speating'
use of shower and socioeconomic status of the occupants. Central heating
systems had lower NO, concentration, while in houses with shower use
continuously over lofiger períods and in houses with people of lower
socioeconomic status higher NO, concentrations vlere found-

fn the living room the NO, concentrations ü/ere also ínfluenced by the
presence of a geiser-flueÍ Using linear logit models with the NO, con-
centration as responsevariable, a good fit was found for models liith
the NO" concentration ín the kitchen and the number of doors and rooms
betweeñ kitchen and. Iiving room as j-ndependant variabl-es. The models
were significantly improved when type of heatíng or number of occupants
were added. Higher NO2 concentrations \^/ere found in houses with gas-
fired zone-heatinq anã in houses with four or more occupants.

Conclusions

In test requirements for geisers a limit of 600 ppm CO in the flue gases
is set for safe use. In 182 of the cases this requírement \^/as not met.
Local gas companies often use 300 ppm as a limit. This concentrations was

exceeded Ln 27>" of the cases. Ttris study shov/ed that geisers with a

d,iffusion burner had a lower chance of exceeding the limit. Only one
make has such a construction. For geisers wíth Bunsen burners the
maintenance system had a great influence. The system applied in Enschede
with off-site ultrasonic cleaning appeared to be superíor. This does not
mean that geisers with a diffusion burner do not have to be cleaned.
The DuÈch instalfation code requirement of 50 ppm, for which no averaging
time is given, r¡¡as exceeded in I7z of the cases.
No heatth-based indoor air quality standards exist for CO. However,
indoor concentrations can be compared to outdoor aír quality standardst
as the same people to be protected are involved. The proposed Dutch
outdoor standard reads (Gezondheidsraad, 1975) : 35 ppm t hour average'
not to be exceeded more than once a week t 9 ppm I hour average, not to
be exceeded more tl.an once a month. Although our measurements were done

under standardízed condítions, it is obvious that this standard Ís fre-
quently violated, índoors.
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In addition to the burner type and the maintenance system the
presence of a flue was the main factor in the CO concentration at
breathing height.
Unlike CO- NO^ measurements were done under normal Iiving conditions.
For outdoor= Éh. Dutch Health Council has proposed a standard {or
No, (cezondheidsraad, lglg), which reads as follows : L35 Vq/m- 3(aí. for t h.) not to be exceeded during 98% of the.time, 300 lrg/m"
not to be exceeded more than once a year , I2O VS/n| (av. for 24 h-)
not to be exceeded durÍng 98% of the year, 150 IJS/n- not to be
exceeded more than once a year.
Short term exposures to high levels of NO, decrease the resistance to
airway infections and cause irritation of-the mucus membranes of the
respiratory system. Íhe non-contÍnuous use of unvented gas appliances
produces high peak concentrations during use. Peak-to-mean ratios of
5 to 10 have been reported (Aplíng et al., 1'979). This is also
illustrated by ov/n measurements in a flat (figure 3).

Although averaging times in our study are different from those in the
standard, it is obvious that the outdoor standard will regularly be
exceed,ed by indoor concentrations.
Higher NO, concentrations were found in kitchens and líving rooms of
houses wi€h an unvented geiser and in houses wi.th gas-fired zone-
heating. Elevated NO., Ievels in the living room l^/ere assocÍated with
the absence of doors'and rooms between kitchen en living room and with
a higher number of occupants. Long use of the shower and the absence
of a ventilation-hood were also found, to explaín statístically higher
concentrations in the kítchen.
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TABLE 1 Ptnr¡ctp¡rtoil To rHE tNDooR AIR PoLLurto¡t suRvEY

or C0 nro N02 IH ARHxer ¡Ho E¡scxeoe, 1980

EHscxeoe Anrxen
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40, 3
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t
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9.1

3.2

19.4

0.67

278 100.0 537 100.c

TABI..E 2 C0 uvels UIDER srA¡DARDtzED cotDtr¡ffs tÌl FLUE GAsEs

OF GE¡SERS AI{D 11{ K¡TCHEIIS.
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volltG oF fHE rlTclfll
A6E Of THE GE¡SER

É txTExA¡{CE SYSTEII

C02 corc. tx r¡Tcl€tt r¡r¡n 15 r¡1.

socloEcolollc sf^Tus

Amnely'E¡scroe

,TI
r. r.2)

* .01

. .01

il. s.

N. S.

t{. s,

lt. s.

¡. s.

,09

l) cx¡-sq¡rne r¡sr
2) mr s¡s¡r¡crrr P ¡ 0.1
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ARtru
vc/ l,l)

, r{EAft Iil R ilGE
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flrr¡o u¡v¡¡¡e-Rooil / K¡TcHEil
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0.æ - t.trt
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58 ßt)
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